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History of World War II. 2005
presents a comprehensive discussion of the origins events campaigns and personalities of world war ii

World War II 2009-10-01
world war ii was a very different war than had previously been fought in the course of history new technologies and ideas were employed making way for
widespread death and new atrocities this book is a valuable resource that follows the war from the rise of hitler to the dropping of the atomic bombs through
blitzkrieg and bombings to the treaty that finally ended it all noting the effects upon future world politics

A World at Arms 2005-03-28
a truly global account of wwii the war that encompassed six continents

The History Buff's Guide to World War II 2012-08-01
did you know that neither hitler nor stalin graduated from high school or that the allies often employed teenage girls as spies in the history buff s guide to world
war ii thomas r flagel leaves no stone unturned as he presents dozens of top ten lists that examine the politics leaders and battles of the second world war from
hitler to stalin battleground to home front flagel s compelling analysis and attention to often overlooked information ensures a surprise on every page for even the
most dedicated world war ii buff this fresh impossible to put down book puts a new perspective on one of the most heavily researched wars of all time and is sue to
enthrall expert and amateur historians alike do you think you know world war ii top ten speeches top ten causes of military deaths top ten most popular myths and
misconceptions top ten forms of resistance top ten military blunders

The World War II Book 2022-02-03
discover the key battles tactics technologies and turning points of the second world war the epic conflict that shaped the modern world combining authoritative
exciting text and bold explanatory graphics the world war ii book explores the causes key events and lasting consequences of the second world war using the
original graphic led approach of the series entries profile more than 90 of the key ideas and events during and surrounding the conflict from the rise of hitler and
fascism in the 1930s to pearl harbor the d day landings and the bombing of hiroshima to the founding of the state of israel in 1948 offering a uniquely compelling
accessible and immediate history of the war the world war ii book shows how key battles political and economic forces individual leaders and technological
advances influenced the course of the conflict
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World War II 1985
from the first strike of the wehrmacht on poland in 1939 to the japanese surrender on the deck of the missouri in 1945 the war is shown and described so the
significance is seen in historical perspective while its human impact is powerfully felt

World War II For Dummies 2020-01-07
looking to ally yourself with world war ii knowledge more than 75 years after its end world war ii remains one of the most devastating and impactful events in
human history it was a global war and the nations that fought it employed every available resource harnessing both technology and people to one purpose today we
remember wwii for its battles tragedies and horrors but also for its outcome a greater good that triumphed over evil the breadth of world war ii facts and history
can be overwhelming which is why world war ii for dummies is the perfect book for any reader from history buffs to wwii novices full of accurate and easy to
understand information so you don t have to speak military to comprehend this book will help you explore a war that defined and shaped the world we live in today
you ll discover all the players individuals as well as nations who participated in the war and the politics that drove them battle by battle you ll find out how the axis
powers initially took control of the war and how the allies fought back to win the day world war ii for dummies also covers the origins and causes of world war ii the
rise of adolf hitler and the third reich how the war was handled at home germany s invasion of poland france denmark norway belgium and luxembourg great
britain s refusal to surrender after 42 days of german aerial attack the united states entrance into the war after japan bombed pearl harbor the allied invasion of
normandy d day germany s last ditch effort to stop the allies at the battle of the bulge the use of the atomic bomb on hiroshima and nagasaki become an expert on
this historical catalyst with world war ii for dummies grab your copy today p s if you think this book seems familiar you re probably right the dummies team updated
the cover and design to give the book a fresh feel but the content is the same as the previous release of world war ii for dummies 9780764553523 the book you see
here shouldn t be considered a new or updated product but if you re in the mood to learn something new check out some of our other books we re always writing
about new topics

A World War II Timeline 2014
a photographic timeline of world war ii

World War II in Global Perspective, 1931-1953 2019-05-07
a comprehensive review of world war ii that offers a global level analysis written for academics and students of history world war ii in global perspective 1931 1953
presents a dynamic and global account of the historical events prior to during and after world war ii the author a noted expert on the topic explores the main
theaters of the war and discusses the connections between them he also examines the impact of the war on areas of the world that are often neglected in historical
accounts including latin america sub saharan africa and the so called neutral countries this comprehensive text clearly shows how in the struggle against the axis
powers the united states replaced britain as the global superpower the author discusses the japanese invasion of manchuria in 1931 and the korean war 1950 1953
and argues that the core years of the war 1939 1945 cannot be understood without considering the turbulent events that framed them the text puts world war ii in
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context as a series of large regional conflicts that intersected and overlapped finally emerging as a genuine world war with the formal entry of the united states in
late 1941 this vital text offers a comprehensive review of world war ii that frames it in a global context gives weight to the economic and political developments of
the war provides a robust account of the main military campaigns contains illustrations and maps that themselves highlight little known aspects of the global war

Poland 1939 2020-07-14
a chilling and expertly written history of the 1939 september campaign and the onset of world war ii times of london for americans world war ii began in december
of 1941 with the bombing of pearl harbor but for poland the war began on september 1 1939 when hitler s soldiers invaded followed later that month by stalin s red
army the conflict that followed saw the debut of many of the features that would come to define the later war blitzkrieg the targeting of civilians ethnic cleansing
and indiscriminate aerial bombing yet it is routinely overlooked by historians in poland 1939 roger moorhouse reexamines the least understood campaign of world
war ii using original archival sources to provide a harrowing and very human account of the events that set the bloody tone for the conflict to come

America in World War II 2006-12-15
explores the events that led to world war ii and the attack on pearl harbor follows the major events of american participation in the war at home and overseas and
examines the american international role after the war

Headlines of World War II 2005
headlines of world war ii explores international and national current affairs during the war years it also looks at diverse aspects of life such as food sports and
fashion and the memorable events are described chronologically in clear and concise language this book is illustrated throughout with color and black and white
photographs maps and charts

The Library of Congress World War II Companion 2007-10-02
an indispensable reference on world war ii produced by the library of congress and edited by pulitzer prize winning historian david m kennedy with hundreds of
illustrations and quotations from contemporary documents this will be the most authoritative popular reference on world war ii the noted historian john keegan
called world war ii the largest single event in human history more than sixty years after it ended that war continues to shape our world going far beyond accounts
of the major battles the library of congress world war ii companion examines in a unique and engaging manner this devastating conflict its causes conduct and
aftermath it considers the politics that shaped the involvement of the major combatants military leadership and the characteristics of major allied and axis armed
services the weaponry that resulted in the war s unprecedented destruction as well as debates over the use of these weapons the roles of resistance groups and
underground fighters war crimes daily life during wartime the uses of propaganda and much more drawn from the unparalleled collections of the institution that
has been called america s memory the library of congress world war ii companion includes excerpts from contemporary letters journals pamphlets and other
documents as well as first person accounts recorded by the library of congress veterans history project the text is complemented by more than 150 illustrations
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organized into topical chapters such as the media war war crimes and the holocaust and two chapters on military operations that cover the important battles the
book also include readers to navigate through the rich store of information in these pages filled with facts and figures information about unusual aspects of the war
and moving personal accounts this remarkable volume will be indispensable to anyone who wishes to understand the world war ii era and its continuing
reverberations

World War II 1997-09
historical personal and technical aspects of the second world war are explored in this six book series each book examines a different facet of the war from the
military machines and battles to the leaders who brought their people through the terrible times details of military weaponry battle plans and personalities will
bring this conflict alive for readers

World War Two 2011
accompanying dvd includes world war ii footage

World War II 2003
firsthand accounts and brief biographies describe how americans were affected by the events surrounding world war ii

Children of World War II 2005-08-01
there is a hidden legacy of war that is rarely talked about the children of native civilians and enemy soldiers what is their fate this book unearths the history of the
thousands of forgotten children of world war ii including its prelude and aftermath during the spanish civil war and the allied occupation of germany it looks at
liaisons between german soldiers and civilian women in the occupied territories and the nazi lebensborn program of racial hygiene it also considers the children of
african american soldiers and german women the authors examine what happened when the foreign solders went home and discuss the policies adopted towards
these children by the nazi authorities as well as postwar national governments personal testimonies from the children themselves reveal the continued pain and
shame of being children of the enemy case studies are taken from france germany the netherlands czechoslovakia norway denmark and spain

World War II in Europe 2002
examines the origins of world war ii in europe and discusses battles military tactics weaponry new methods of destruction and america s involvement in the war
includes internet links to sites source documents and photographs related to the war
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World War II Map by Map 2019-09-03
trace the epic history of world war 2 across the globe with more than 100 detailed maps in this stunning visual history book custom maps tell the story of the
second world war from the rise of the axis powers to the dropping of the atom bomb on hiroshima and nagasaki each map is rich with detail and graphics helping
you to chart the progress of key events of world war ii on land sea and air such as the dunkirk evacuation the attack on pearl harbor the d day landings and the
siege of stalingrad historical maps from both allied and axis countries also offer unique insights into the events there are timelines to help you follow the story as it
unfolds while narrative overviews explain the social economic political and technical developments at the time fascinating large scale pictures introduce topics such
as the holocaust blitzkrieg kamikaze warfare and code breaking written by a team of historians in consultation with richard overy world war ii map by map
examines how the deadliest conflict in history changed the face of our world it is perfect for students general readers and military history enthusiasts

World War II on Film 2020-11-09
world war ii on film examines the war through the lens of 12 films the movies selected include productions made during world war ii and in each succeeding decade
providing a sense of how different generations perceive the war world war ii on film provides a succinct yet well grounded appraisal of that war as seen through 12
representative films the book separates fact from fiction showing where the movies were accurate and where they departed from reality and places them in the
larger context of historical and social events each movie chosen represents a particular aspect of the conflict including the air war over europe the condition of
prisoners of war nazi atrocities and the british evacuation at dunkirk unlike most histories of hollywood during world war ii or the genre of war movies world war ii
on film examines in depth the relation between the depictions of events beliefs attitudes and ways of life as seen on film with reality as documented by historians or
recorded by journalists or eye witnesses to the war the volume will appeal to high school and college readers as well as general interest readers and film buffs

World War II 2015-05-27
world war ii visual encyclopedia profiles the soldiers who served as well as key events and the technology of war find the facts about the most cunning strategists
the longest battles the fastest fighter planes and much more in this spectacular visual dictionary key information is available at a glance with data boxes facts and
stats to dip into alongside cutting edge cgi technology that bring these infamous events to life packed with profiles of the people places and events from winston
churchill to pearl harbor world war ii visual encyclopedia explores this historic event that shaped our world

The Last Great Victory 1995
covers momentous events in the last month of world war ii from july 15 to august 15 1945 interwoven with personal experiences
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NEW YORK TIMES COMPLETE WORLD WAR II 2016-11-01
experience the history politics and tragedy of world war ii as you ve never seen it before with original often firsthand daily reportage of the new york times our
country s newspaper of record the times complete coverage of world war ii is now available for the first time in this unique package hundreds of the most riveting
articles from the archives of the times including firsthand accounts of major events and little known anecdotes have been selected for inclusion in the new york
times the complete world war ii the book covers the biggest battles of the war from the battle of the bulge to the battle of iwo jima as well as moving stories from
the home front and profiles of noted leaders and heroes such as winston churchill and george patton a respected world war ii historian and writer editor richard
overy guides readers through the articles putting the events into historical context the enclosed dvd rom gives access to more day by day coverage of world war ii
in the new york times from the invasion of poland to v j day with access to over 98 000 articles beautifully designed and illustrated with hundreds of maps and
historical photographs it s the perfect gift for any war politics or history buff

Page One 1996
an impressive chronicle of the events of world war ii compiles all the major new york times headlines to create a powerful reminder that we should never forget the
most destructive war in history and its effect on the american people and their government

Campaigns of World War II Day by Day 2007
the full story of world war ii is presented in two parts under the general headings the war in europe and the war in the pacific a total of 57 military campaigns are
recounted in a dramatic volume that deserves a place in the personal library of every military history buff and every student of twentieth century history

The Causes of World War II 2003
this book examines the main causes of the greatest war of the 20th century and the events that led to its beginning readers will learn why world war ii started so
soon after world war i had ended and how adolf hitler gained power and led germany into w

What Caused World War II? 2016-07-15
the major participants of world war ii are familiar to most young historians but less well known are the many causes of this bloody conflict among them is the treaty
that ended world war i originally meant to keep germany from becoming a world power again this and other surprising facts await readers of this notable volume
which discusses not only the causes of the war but also the significant battles and eventual conclusion carefully selected photographs reflect the terrible toll of this
deadly conflict
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TIME-LIFE World War II: 1945 2015-09-01
the name time life has become synonymous with providing readers with a deeper understanding of subjects and world events that matter to us all now as the u s
commemorates the 70th anniversary of the end of world war ii time life revisits the pivotal final battles and events in one of the most influential periods in history in
world war ii 1945 between january and august of 1945 the allies staged their last great military victories participated in the potsdam and yalta conferences and
mourned the death of fdr adolf hitler committed suicide benito mussolini was hanged the first atomic bomb was dropped these are just some of the events in the
closing months of world war ii a dramatic period that both marked the end of the bloodiest conflict in history and laid the groundwork for the coming cold war
organized chronologically world war ii 1945 maps out the conflict s end in a visual easy to digest format that illustrates key events days battles personalities
military strategies political maneuverings and betrayals a compelling illustrated package the book will bring 1945 to life for a public curious to learn about the year
that changed the world

Dirty Little Secrets of World War II 1994
military information no one told you about the greatest most terrible war in history

D-Day 1994
stephen e ambrose s d day is the definitive history of world war ii s most pivotal battle a day that changed the course of history d day is the epic story of men at the
most demanding moment of their lives when the horrors complexities and triumphs of life are laid bare distinguished historian stephen e ambrose portrays the
faces of courage and heroism fear and determination what eisenhower called the fury of an aroused democracy that shaped the victory of the citizen soldiers whom
hitler had disparaged drawing on more than 1 400 interviews with american british canadian french and german veterans ambrose reveals how the original plans
for the invasion had to be abandoned and how enlisted men and junior officers acted on their own initiative when they realized that nothing was as they were told it
would be the action begins at midnight june 5 6 when the first british and american airborne troops jumped into france it ends at midnight june 6 7 focusing on
those pivotal twenty four hours it moves from the level of supreme commander to that of a french child from general omar bradley to an american paratrooper from
field marshal montgomery to a german sergeant ambrose s d day is the finest account of one of our history s most important days

World War II at Sea [2 volumes] 2011-11-10
the war at sea was a key aspect of world war ii one that is too often under studied this comprehensive encyclopedia shares current understandings of the struggle
to control the seas during that conflict and it opens our eyes to the reasons sea power continues to be of critical importance today scholarly treatment of world war
ii is constantly changing as new materials inform new interpretations at the same time current military operations lead to reevaluation of the tactics and
technologies of the past marshalling the latest information and insights into this epic conflict world war ii at sea an encyclopedia will enable students and other
interested readers to explore specific naval engagements while also charting the transformation of naval history through innovations in ordnance in treating the
naval aspects of world war ii this two volume ready reference enhances the understanding of a part of the war that is often overshadowed by the fighting on land
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and in the air the encyclopedia focuses on the events individuals organizations and ideas that shaped the world s navies during world war ii as well as the resultant
battles that changed naval history it also covers the numerous innovations that occurred during the conflict and shows how strategies evolved and were executed

Daring Missions of World War II 2007-07-23
critical acclaim for william b breuer a first class historian wall street journal for top tales of world war ii as evidenced time and again by the prolific breuer wwii
continues to be a source of absorbing espionage tales this is a book for rainy days and long solitary nights by the fire if there were a genre for cozy nonfiction this
would be the template publishers weekly a perfect book for the curious and adventure readers and those who love exotic tales and especially history buffs who will
be surprised at what they didn t know recommended for nearly everyone kirkus reviews for secret weapons of world war ii rip roaring tales a delightful addition to
the niche that breuer has so successfully carved out publishers weekly

World War II German Military Studies 1979
discusses and explains the events of the 1920s and 1930s that led to the outbreak of the second world war provided by publisher

Causes of World War II 2005
winner of the pulitzer prize the richest and most powerful single document of the american experience in world war ii the boston globe the good war is a testament
not only to the experience of war but to the extraordinary skill of studs terkel as an interviewer and oral historian from a pipe fitter s apprentice at pearl harbor to a
crew member of the flight that dropped the atomic bomb on nagasaki his subjects are open and unrelenting in their analyses of themselves and their experiences
producing what people magazine has called a splendid epic history of wwii with this volume terkel expanded his scope to the global and the historical and the result
is a masterpiece of oral history tremendously compelling somehow dramatic and intimate at the same time as if one has stumbled on private accounts in letters
locked in attic trunks in terms of plain human interest mr terkel may well have put together the most vivid collection of world war ii sketches ever gathered
between covers the new york times book review i promise you will remember your war years if you were alive then with extraordinary vividness as you go through
studs terkel s book or if you are too young to remember this is the best place to get a sense of what people were feeling chicago tribune a powerful book repeatedly
moving and profoundly disturbing people

"The Good War" 2011-07-26
world war ii explores the secrets of world war ii throughout the war both sides made great efforts to uncover enemy plans and keep their own secrets hidden they
engaged in secret operations plots and missions always attempting to wrongfoot the enemy or take them by surprise
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World War II 2012-12-01
john norris shows how logistics though less glamorous than details of the fighting itself played a decisive role in the outcome of every campaign and battle of world
war two the author marshals some astounding facts and figures to convey the sheer scale of the task all belligerents faced to equip vast forces and supply them in
the field he also draws on first hand accounts to illustrate what this meant for the men and women in the logistics chain and those depending on it at the sharp end
many of the vehicles from supply trucks to pack mules and other relevant hardware are discussed and illustrated with numerous photographs this first volume of
two looks at the early years of the war so we see for example how hitlers panzer divisions were kept rolling in the blitzkrieg a german division in 1940 still had
around 5000 horses requiring hundreds of tonnes of fodder and the british armys disastrous loss of equipment at dunkirk this is a fascinating and valuable study of
a neglected aspect of world war two

World War II, Film, and History 1996-09-16
from germany s invasion of poland in 1939 to the official end of world war ii on 2 september 1945 the eveything world war ii book 2nd edition provides readers with
detailed information about the war that left no nation untouched clear maps and vivid photographs bring this war to life and illustrate the major battles in the
european pacific and african theaters the everything world war ii book 2nd edition is packed with exhaustively researched information revised and updated by two
experienced historians this engrossing reference contains new information on the united nations world war ii memorials and a timeline of important dates there s
no need to search through stacks of history books the everything world ward book 2nd edition has all that readers need to learn about this fascinating time in
history

Logistics in World War II 2020-04-30
this is a revised and updated edition of evan mawdsley s acclaimed global history of world war ii beginning with the outbreak of the sino japanese war evan
mawdsley shows how the war s origins lay in a conflict between the old international order and the new and traces its globalisation as it swept through asia europe
and the middle east the primary focus is on the war s military and strategic history though also examines the political economic ideological and cultural factors
which influenced the course of events the war s consequences are examined too not only in terms of the defeat of the axis but also of the break up of colonial
empires and the beginning of the cold war accessibly written and well illustrated with maps and photographs the book also includes insightful short studies of the
figures events and battles that shaped the war as well as fully updated guides to further reading

The Everything World War II Book 2007-07-13
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World War II 2020-04-30
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